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DELHI DELIGHTS
After an overnight flight into Delhi guests are welcomed with a
beautiful scented flower garland before heading into the
organised chaos that is Delhi. Delhi is an absolute feast for the
senses – the traffic, the car horns, the riot of colour, sights
and sounds is all part of the fun. For two nights we will stay at
the fabulous Imperial Hotel, a calming oasis amongst the
hustle and bustle. It is a beautiful property which exudes luxury
and hospitality. In the cool air of 1911 Restaurant, we enjoy a
sumptuous buffet lunch ahead of an appointment with a
personal tailor – all will be revealed.
There’s time after lunch to enjoy the local markets or dip in
the pool. Then we head to Veda, a restaurant serving
traditional home cooked Indian dishes in modern Delhi
surrounds. The naan bread is particularly heavenly.

A FASCINATING WORLD

Today we explore. First up, a walking tour of India Gate with
commentary from an experienced guide, before boarding the
brilliant green and yellow tuk-tuks for a whizz around the
roads. With the all-consuming hot air around them, car horns
blaring, Bollywood music blaring out of a mono speaker at full
volume and coming within an inch of every car that flashes
past you, this is a truly exhilarating ride! With hearts in mouths,
we move from tuk-tuks to rickshaws for an intriguing ride
around the alleyways of Old Delhi. As we lose ourselves in the
potholed maze of streets, monkeys hop overhead on the
extensive web of homemade cabling, jewellery stalls glint in
the sunlight, reams of colourful fabric sit temptingly on busy
market pitches and cows munch lazily on discarded corn
stalks. The alleyways are vivid, literally teeming with animal and
human life, and an incredible experience to the uninitiated.

We regroup at Varq, a welcome escape from the beating heat
and energy of the city, for lunch and a well-earned cold beer.
Come evening, we eat at the fabulous Spice Route, one of
Delhi’s most famous and best Indian food experiences, where
the quality of the food is matched by intricate artwork
adorning the walls – hand-painted with vegetable and flower
dyes by mural painters brought in especially from a temple in
Kerala.

ONE OF THE SEVEN WONDERS

It is an early start for the group as they head to Delhi train
station for a train journey to Agra. The station is alive and
buzzing in the early morning with thousands of people
heading onto the world’s busiest rail network. We’re travelling
in the luxury of an air-conditioned carriage – where we’ll take in
the incredible countryside views while enjoying steaming cups
of sweet hot chai. We alight in Agra, a scruffy town with a
stunning jewel – the inimitable Taj Mahal. Resplendent in white
marble its easy to understand the Taj Mahal’s status as one of
the world’s seven wonders. After time to take in the wonder,
we have lunch at The Oberoi hotel before heading off on a
long but fascinating journey to The Fairmont hotel in the
magical city of Jaipur. There’s time enough for an evening
drink with dinner before we crash out after an incredible day,
ready to wake up and explore again.

EXPANSIVE VIEWS OVER JAIPUR
Jaipur, the Pink City, is a joy but before we dive in it’s direct to
the stunning Amber Fort on private jeeps. At the top of the
winding roads, the guests meet their guides and walk around
the impressive fort, hearing stories of times gone by while
enjoying expansive views over Jaipur itself.

Lunch in the Pink City is enjoyed at the Raj Palace where food
enjoys a blessing ceremony ahead of tucking in. A traditional
Thali is served in opulent surrounding then it’s back to the
hotel to prepare for the final night. You remember the tailors
in Delhi?
Well, when the guests return to their rooms, made-tomeasure Bollywood costumes are hanging in their wardrobes
ready for a gala evening upon the rooftop. Under the stars,
with guests adorned in their vibrant outfits and turbans handtied to order, an endless buffet of Indian treats is followed by a
Bollywood lesson and a very special night to remember. A
truly spectacular finish to this incentive to India.
This is an example of an itinerary for 60 people (30 rooms). All
our itineraries are completely bespoke and subject to
suitability and availability.

DAY BY DAY
Date

Day 1

Morning

Noon

Night

Buffet lunch in 1911 Restaurant at the hotel.

Dinner at Veda.

Private check in and time at leisure.

Overnight at the Imperial Hotel Delhi.

Breakfast at leisure in the hotel.

Lunch at Varq Restaurant.

Dinner at Spice Route.

City tour by tuk tuks and rickshaws.

Return to the hotel for the afternoon at leisure.

Overnight at the Imperial Hotel Delhi.

Overnight flight from London into Delhi arriving midmorning.

Transfer to the Imperial Hotel Delhi.

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Early check out and departure to Agra by train.

Lunch at the Oberoi Hotel.

Rolling buffet dinner at the hotel.

Visit to the Taj Mahal.

Coach transfers from Agra to Jaipur with comfort breaks
along the way.

Overnight at the Fairmont Jaipur.

Breakfast at leisure.

Thali lunch at the Raj Palace.

Gala dinner on the rooftop of the Fairmont.

4x4 jeep excursion to Amber Fort.

Afternoon at leisure.

Overnight at the Fairmont Jaipur.

GET IN TOUCH. LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR
NEXT INCENTIVE. THROW AROUND SOME
IDEAS. OR JUST PICK OUR BRAIN.
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